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Mass signature of supernovanµ and nt neutrinos in the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory
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Core-collapse supernovae emit of order 1058 neutrinos and antineutrinos of all flavors over several seconds,
with average energies of 10–25 MeV. In the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory~SNO!, which begins operation
this year, neutrinos and antineutrinos of all flavors can be detected by reactions which break up the deuteron.
For a future Galactic supernova at a distance of 10 kpc, several hundred events will be observed in SNO. The
nm and nt neutrinos and antineutrinos are of particular interest, as a test of the supernova mechanism. In
addition, it is possible to measure or limit their masses by their delay~determined from neutral-current events!

relative to then̄e neutrinos~determined from charged-current events!. Numerical results are presented for such
a future supernova as seen in SNO. Under reasonable assumptions, and in the presence of the expected
counting statistics, anm or nt mass down to about 30 eV can be simply and robustly determined. If zero delay
is measured, then the mass limit isindependentof the distanceD. At present, this seems to be the best
possibility for direct determination of anm or nt mass within the cosmologically interesting range. We also
show how to separately study the supernova and neutrino physics, and how changes in the assumed supernova
parameters would affect the mass sensitivity.@S0556-2821~98!00821-2#

PACS number~s!: 14.60.Pq, 25.30.Pt, 95.55.Vj, 97.60.Bw
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I. INTRODUCTION

As emphasized by Weinberg@1# and many others
whether or not neutrinos have masses or other prope
beyond the standard model are questions which add
some of the deepest issues in particle physics. Yet alm
seventy years after they were proposed by Pauli, most of
properties of neutrinos are defined only by limits. In partic
lar their masses, if any, are unknown. Results from sev
experiments strongly suggest that neutrino flavor mix
occurs in solar, atmospheric, and accelerator neutrin
and proof of mixing would be a proof of mass. Dire
searches for neutrino mass yield only the following limi
mn̄e

&5 eV @2#, mnm
,170 keV @3#, and mnt

,24 MeV @3#.
With current techniques, it will be very difficult to signifi
cantly improve these limits. In fact, the interesting ma
scale is much lower than the latter two limits, and is given
the requirement that neutrinos do not overclose the univ
~see@4# and references therein!:

(
i 51

3

mn i
&100 eV. ~1!

Neutrino masses exceeding this bound are allowed for
stable neutrinos.

The most promising technique for direct determination
neutrino mass below the cosmological bound seems to
from time-of-flight measurements over astrophysical d
tances. With the present generation of detectors, neutr
and antineutrinos of all flavors from a Galactic superno
will be readily detectable. Even a tiny mass will make t
velocity slightly less than for a massless neutrino, and o
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the large distance to a supernova will cause a measur
delay in the arrival time. A neutrino with a massm ~in eV!
and energyE ~in MeV! will experience an energy-depende
delay~in s! relative to a massless neutrino in traveling ove
distance D~in 10 kpc! of

Dt~E!50.515S m

E D 2

D, ~2!

where only the lowest order in the small mass has been k
For anm or nt mass near the cosmological bound, the de
for a single neutrino is of order seconds. Because of the li
on then̄e mass, this delay can be measured from the arr
of the nm and nt events relative to then̄e events. With the
statistical power of many events, it is possible to detect
average delay of order 0.1 s. Since one expects a typ
supernova about every 30 years in our Galaxy@5#, and since
supernova neutrino detectors are currently operating, the
a good chance that this technique can be used to dramati
improve the limits on thenm andnt masses.

In a previous paper@6#, we considered a future supernov
at 10 kpc~approximately the distance to the Galactic cent!
as seen by the SuperKamiokande~SK! detector. Such a su
pernova will cause about 710 neutral-current excitations
16O by nm and nt ~and their antiparticles!, followed by de-
tectable gamma emission. In addition, about 8300 events
expected fromn̄e1p→e11n. A nm or nt mass would cause
a delay of the average arrival time of the neutral-curr
events as compared to then̄e events. We have shown how t
test the statistical significance of the difference in avera
arrival times and how to extract the allowed neutrino ma
range. Taking into account the finite statistics, we conclud
that with this signal at SK, one can reach a mass sensiti
down to about 45 eV for thenm or nt mass.

In this paper, we consider the capabilities of the Sudb
Neutrino Observatory~SNO!. For the same supernova, SN
©1998 The American Physical Society12-1
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J. F. BEACOM AND P. VOGEL PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 093012
will see in total about 400 events caused by the neut
current breakup of deuterons bynm and nt ~and their anti-
particles!. As in Ref. @6#, the technique used is to compa
the average arrival time of the~possibly massive! nm andnt

events with the average arrival time of then̄e events. The
sensitivity of SNO for this measurement has been estima
previously@7–11#, with the claimed minimal detectable ma
ranging from 10 eV to 200 eV. Here, we present a deta
calculation of the mass sensitivity of SNO, taking the fin
statistics into account quantitatively. While the statistics
lower than for SK, the characteristic energy is lower~and so
the delay is larger!, leading to a sensitivity to anm or nt mass
down to about 30 eV.

The problem ofnm or nt mass determination with supe
nova neutrinos has been discussed for other neutrino de
tion reactions and using different analysis techniqu
Neutrino-electron scattering in water-Cˇ erenkov detectors
~e.g., SK! has been considered in Refs.@9–13#. There have
also been proposals to use neutral-current excitation of v
ous nuclei as a signal@14–17#. As shown below, some of th
previous estimates seem to be too optimistic in that t
assume a very sharp pulse of neutrinos in time, which ma
any delay more apparent.

In Sec. II, we describe the details of the supernova mo
the detector properties, and the neutrino detection signal
Sec. III, we review our analysis technique and show
results for the sensitivity of SNO to smallnm or nt masses.
We also consider how the mass sensitivity would be mo
fied if the actual supernova parameters differ from those
sumed here. In Sec. IV, we discuss how the supernova
rameters and neutrino properties can be separately extra
from the same data. In Sec. V, we summarize our result

II. PRODUCTION AND DETECTION OF SUPERNOVA
NEUTRINOS

A. Supernova neutrinos

When the core of a large star (M>8M () runs out of
nuclear fuel, it collapses and forms a proto-neutron star w
a central density well above the normal nuclear density~for a
review of type-II supernova theory, see Ref.@18#!. The total
energy released in the collapse, i.e., the gravitational bind
energy of the core (EB;GNM (

2 /R with R;10 km), is about
331053 ergs; about 99% of that is carried away by neutrin
and antineutrinos, the particles with the longest mean
path. The proto-neutron star is dense enough that neutr
diffuse outward over a time scale of several seconds, m
taining thermal equilibrium with the matter. When they a
within about one mean free path of the edge, they esc
freely, with a thermal spectrum characteristic of the surfa
of last scattering. The luminosities of the different neutri
flavors are approximately equal at all times; see, e.g., R
@19#.

Those flavors which interact the most strongly with t
matter will decouple at the largest radius and thus the low
temperature. As explained in Ref.@6#, thenm andnt neutri-
nos and their antiparticles, which we collectively callnx neu-
trinos, have a temperature of about 8 MeV~or ^E&
09301
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.25 MeV). Then̄e neutrinos have a temperature of abou
MeV (^E&.16 MeV), and thene neutrinos have a tempera
ture of about 3.5 MeV (̂E&.11 MeV); see, e.g., Refs.@19,
20#. These are the temperatures used in our analysis. W
there is some variation between models in the actual va
of the temperatures, all of the models have a tempera
hierarchy as above. This is important for separating thenx

neutrinos from thene and n̄e neutrinos. The energy distribu
tions are taken here to be Fermi-Dirac distributions, char
terized only by the temperatures given above. More elabo
models also introduce a chemical potential parameter to
duce the high-energy tail of the Fermi-Dirac distribution; t
effect of this is considered below.

While some numerical supernova models have temp
tures decreasing with time, more recent models@19# have
temperatures increasing with time. This is a consequenc
the electron fraction and, hence, the opacities decrea
with time. The real temperature variation is probably n
large ~see, e.g., Ref.@19#!. A well-motivated form for tem-
perature variation may eventually be obtained from the
pernovan̄e data or from more-developed numerical mode
The analysis of this paper could be easily modified to all
a varying temperature; until there is a compelling reason
use a particular form, we simply use constant temperatu

The neutrino luminosity rises quickly over a time of ord
0.1 s, and then falls over a time of order several seconds.
luminosity used here is composed of two pieces. The fi
gives a very short rise from zero to the full height over a tim
0.09 s, using one side of a Gaussian withs50.03 s. The rise
is so fast that the details of its shape are irrelevant. T
second piece is an exponential decay with time constant
53 s. The luminosity then has a width of 10 s or so, cons
tent with the SN 1987A observations. The detailed form
the neutrino luminosity is less important than the gene
shape features and their characteristic durations.

This description of a supernova is consistent with theo
ical expectations, numerical supernova models, and the
1987A observations. With the next Galactic supernova, th
will obviously be great improvements in the understand
of the supernova neutrinos. In Sec. IV, we discuss how
separately extract the supernova parameters and neu
properties from the same data. Throughout the paper,
assume that the distance to the supernova isD510 kpc.

B. General form of the neutrino scattering rate

Here we briefly summarize the notation of Ref.@6#. Under
the assumption that the neutrino energy spectra are ti
independent, the double differential number distribution
neutrinos of a given flavor~one ofne ,n̄e ,nm ,n̄m ,nt ,n̄t) at
the source can be written as

d2Nn

dEdti
5 f ~E!

L~ t i !

^E&
, ~3!

whereE is the neutrino energy andt i is the emission time.
Here f (E) is the normalized thermal spectrum,L(t i) is the
the luminosity ~energy flux per unit time!, and ^E& is the
2-2
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MASS SIGNATURE OF SUPERNOVAnm AND nt . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 093012
~time-independent! average neutrino energy. The double i
tegral of this quantity is the total numberNn of emitted neu-
trinos of that flavor. This form is convenient since we a
sume that the luminosities of the different flavors a
approximately equal at every timet i . As stated above, the
energy spectrumf (E) is assumed to be a Fermi-Dirac distr
bution, and the luminosityL(t i) is assumed to have a ver
sharp rise and an exponential decline.

The arrival time of a neutrino of massm at the detector is
t5t i1D1Dt(E), whereD is the distance to the source, an
the energy-dependent time delay is given by Eq.~2!. For
convenience, we drop the constantD. Then the double dif-
ferential flux of neutrinos at the detector is given by

1

4pD2

d2Nn

dEdt
5

1

4pD2 E dti
d2Nn

dEdti
d„t2t i2Dt~E!…

5
1

4pD2 f ~E!
L„t2Dt~E!…

^E&
. ~4!

Note that because of the mass effects, this is no longer
product of a function of energy alone and a function of tim
alone. The scattering rate for a given neutrino reaction
SNO is

dNsc

dt
5ND2OnE dEs~E!

1

4pD2

d2Nn

dEdt
, ~5!

whereND2O is the number of heavy-water molecules in t

detector,s(E) the cross section for a neutrino of energyE
on the target particle, andn the number of targets per mo
ecule for the given reaction. Using the results above,
scattering rate~in s21) can be written

dNsc

dt
5CE dE f~E!S s~E!

10242 cm2D S L„t2Dt~E!…

EB/6 D , ~6!

C58.28S EB

1053 ergsD S 1 MeV

T D S 10 kpc

D D 2S det. mass

1 kton Dn.

~7!

In the above,T is the spectrum temperature~where we as-
sume ^E&53.15T, as appropriate for a Fermi-Dirac spe
trum!, and f (E) is in MeV21. For a light-water detector, th
initial coefficient in C is 9.21 instead of 8.28. For equa
luminosities in each flavor, the total binding energy relea
in a given flavor isEB/6. Note that we ignore the promp
burst ofne neutrinos, since these carry only of order 1%
the total energy. When an integral over all arrival times
made, the luminosity term in Eq.~6! integrates to one, giving
for the total number of scattering events:

Nsc5CE dE f~E!S s~E!

10242 cm2D . ~8!

For massless neutrinos,Dt(E)50, and in Eq.~6! the lumi-
nosity can be taken outside of the integral, so that the t
dependence of the scattering rate depends only on the
dependence of the luminosity.
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C. The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory

When it begins operation this year, SNO will be the fir
deuterium-based detector for neutrino astrophysics.
SNO detector is described in Refs.@7,21#. Here we give a
short summary of the properties relevant to our analy
Deuterium is an excellent target for neutrinos since both
charged- and neutral-current cross sections are reason
large. The active part of the detector is 1 kton of pure D2O,
separated by an acrylic vessel from 1.7 kton of light wat
This entire volume is viewed by 104 phototubes which can
see about 1.4 kton of the light water with good efficien
@22#. We assume that events in the D2O can be separate
from events in the H2O.

The proposed threshold for solar neutrino studies is
MeV ~the physics potential of the SNO solar neutrino stud
is treated in Ref.@23# and references therein!. At this energy,
the contribution from the time-independent background
expected to be small@21#. For a Galactic supernova, on
expects several hundred events over about 10 s, and a m
higher background rate can be tolerated, allowing a low
threshold. For a threshold of 5 MeV, the solar neutrino r
of about 1024 s21 is a background for supernova neutrino
Below 5 MeV, the background rate increases very stee
From Ref.@21#, we estimate that the threshold for the sup
nova analysis can be lowered by a few MeV while keep
the background contribution negligible. This would ensu
that almost all low-energy gammas from neutron captures
well as electrons and positrons from charged-current ev
are detected.

Electrons and positrons will be detected by their Cˇ eren-
kov radiation, and gammas via secondary electrons and
itrons. It is not possible for SNO to distinguish between ele
tron, positrons, and gammas of comparable energy. The
way to detect the neutral-current breakup of the deutero
to detect the final neutron. There are three neutron detec
techniques proposed for SNO: (n,g) on deuterons in pure
D2O, giving a gamma of energy 6.25 MeV; (n,g) on 35Cl in
D2O with MgCl2 salt added, giving a gamma cascade
energy 8.6 MeV; and directn detection in3He proportional
counter tubes suspended into the D2O. If either of the latter
two techniques are used, there will still be some contribut
from neutron captures on deuterons. In this paper, as in
previous studies of the supernova capabilities of SNO,
assume that the neutron detection efficiency is nearly 10
In Sec. III, we show that a reduced neutron detection e
ciency has only a small effect on the mass sensitivity
therefore makes very little difference which neutron det
tion technique or techniques are in place when the supern
occurs.

D. Neutrino signals in SNO

Neutrinos and antineutrinos of all flavors cause t
neutral-current breakup of the deuteron:

n1d→n1p1n, ~9!

n̄1d→ n̄1p1n, ~10!
2-3
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J. F. BEACOM AND P. VOGEL PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 093012
with thresholds of 2.22 MeV. There are about 35ne ,
110 nm , and 110nt events from the first reaction, and
50 n̄e , 90 n̄m , and 90n̄t events from the second reaction
Electron neutrinos and antineutrinos in addition cause t
charged-current breakup of the deuteron:

ne1d→e21p1p, ~11!

n̄e1d→e11n1n, ~12!

with thresholds of 1.44 and 4.03 MeV, respectively. The
are about 80 events each from these two reactions. The nu
bers of events are summarized in Table I. The cross sectio
for all these reactions have an energy dependence roughly
the forms(E);(E2Eth)

2. There have been many calcula
tions of the neutrino-deuteron cross sections@24,25# and they
are now rather well-determined. In this paper, we use t
tabulated cross sections of Ref.@25#; the quoted uncertainty
is 5% or less at the relevant energies. All of the outgoin
particles in the deuteron breakup reactions are emitted
proximately isotropically.

The neutral-current reactions are flavor-blind. Howeve
since neutrinos and antineutrinos from a supernova ha
spectra with a hierarchy of temperatures, the energy dep
dence of the rates favors the higher-temperature flavors.
particular, most~about 82%! of the events will be fromnx
neutrinos.~Previous studies which indicated a percentage
about 90% used a highernx temperature.!

TABLE I. Calculated numbers of events expected in SNO for
supernova at 10 kpc. The other parameters~e.g., neutrino spectrum
temperatures! are given in the text. In rows with two reactions
listed, the number of events is the total for both. The notationn
indicates the sum ofne , nm , andnt , though they do not contribute
equally to a given reaction, andX indicates eithern115O or p
115N.
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In order to estimate the delay, Eq.~2! can be evaluated
with a characteristicnx energy. However, one should not us
the average energŷE&, but rather a characteristic energ
that takes into account the weighting with the cross sec
as well. For the neutral-current neutrino-deuteron reactio
this is shown later to be about 32 MeV. In addition, the fa
that the neutrinos have a spectrum of energies means
different values ofE contribute to the time delay, causin
dispersion of the neutrino pulse as it travels from the sup
nova. It turns out that for the small masses we are prima
interested in, these dispersive effects are minimal.

Since the neutron capture time may be as large as sev
ms, and the event rates may be high, concerns were rais
Refs. @10, 11# that events would overlap in time and that
would therefore be difficult to distinguish charged-curre
and neutral-current events. Only during the first second o
are the rates likely to be high enough that this can occur
the first second, there are about 150 neutral-current ev
and only about 45 charged-current events. Further, if
neutron mean free path is less than the diameter of
acrylic vessel, then it will be possible to use spatial inform
tion to distinguish events. In any case, the possible conta
nation of the neutral-current rate is very small, and the m
sensitivity will not be significantly affected.

For the solar neutrino studies, the electron from t
charged-currentne reaction has a low energy and can
confused with a gamma from a neutron-capture event. S
the supernovane energy is much higher, the electron ener
in a charged-current reaction is high enough that only rar
can it be confused with a gamma. Thus neutrons can alm
always be identified, either by direct detection with a prop
tional counter, or by the energy of the subsequent gam
Positrons from charged-current events withn̄e can be iden-
tified by their high energy and coincidence with two ne
trons. The spectra of electron and positron energies will
broad, peaking at about 15 and 20 MeV, respectively.

So far, we have discussed only the neutrino-deuteron
actions. As noted in Ref.@26#, the neutral-current excitation
of 16O into the continuum, followed by neutron or proto
emission, can also be detected. About 30% of the time,
A515 nucleus is left in an excited state which decays
gamma emission, with gamma energies between 5 and
MeV. These gammas are detectable, as is the neutron.
remaining 70% of the time, the A515 nucleus is left in the
ground state. In these cases, only the final states with a
tron are detectable. All of the outgoing particles are emit
approximately isotropically. Including the16O events only
has a small effect on our final results.

There are also events from neutrino-electron scatter
which we ignore. These are forward-peaked, and we ass
that they have been removed with an angular cut. A forw
cone of half-angle 25 degrees would contain almost
neutrino-electron scattering events, while removing only 5
of the isotropic events.

III. SIGNATURE OF A SMALL NEUTRINO MASS

A. General description of the data

For a massless neutrino (ne or n̄e) the time dependence o
the scattering rate is simply the time dependence of the
2-4
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MASS SIGNATURE OF SUPERNOVAnm AND nt . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 093012
minosity of that flavor. For a possibly massive neutrino (nx),
the time dependence of the scattering rate depends not
on the time dependence of the luminosity of that flavor,
also on the delaying effects of a mass. Since the luminos
of the different flavors are expected to be equal at all tim
then if the nx is massive, we can compare thenx and ne

scattering rates to search for anx mass; see Eq.~6!. In Ref.
@11#, it was proposed that the effects of a mass could
determined from the time dependence of the neutral-cur
rate divided by the total rate, which also has the effect
removing the the time dependence of the luminosity from
scattering rate. However, no quantitative technique for
tracting the allowed mass range was given.

In order to implement the comparison of scattering rat
we define two rates: a ReferenceR(t) containing only mass-
less events, and a SignalS(t) containing some fraction o
possibly massive events, and some fraction of mass
events~the possibly massive events cannot be comple
separated from the massless events!. We assume that onlynt

is massive~this cannot be distinguished from the case t
only nm is massive!. The analysis can easily be repeated
the case that bothnm and nt are massive. Because of th
quadratic dependence of the delay on the mass, this
mass case will look like a one-mass case with the larger m
unless the two masses are nearly equal.

The ReferenceR(t) can be formed in various ways. Th
largest sample of useful massless events will be the 780n̄e
events from SK withEe1.10 MeV. Below 10 MeV, there
are gammas from the neutral-current excitation of16O which
cannot be separated. We assume that SK and SNO will h
synchronized clocks so that in principle, such a sharing
data will be possible. One can also use the 340n̄e events
with Ee1.10 MeV in the light water at SNO. Because of th
smaller number of counts, the statistical error is larger a
hence, the mass sensitivity is slightly worse. This could
slightly improved by including the 160 charged-curre
events in the heavy water~a small fraction of the low-energy
events would again have to be cut!.

The primary component of the SignalS(t) is the 485
neutral-current events on deuterons. With the temperat
assumed here, these events are 18% (ne1 n̄e), 41% (nm

1 n̄m), and 41% (nt1 n̄t). The flavors of the neutral-curren
events of course cannot be distinguished. Therefore, u
our assumption that onlynt is massive, there is already som
unavoidable dilution of the expected delaying effect of
mass. The SignalS(t) should also contain all events belo
about 10 MeV which cannot otherwise be removed. Th
are 35 neutral-current events on16O in the heavy water. Be
cause of the high threshold for this reaction, these events
50% each of (nm1 n̄m), and (nt1 n̄t). Finally, low-energy
charged-current events must also be included. Because o
high energies of supernova neutrinos, only a small num
~about 15! of electrons must be included in the SignalS(t).
No positrons need be included since those events can
identified by their two accompanying neutrons. The inc
sion of the 16O and charged-current events only sligh
changes the shape ofS(t), and barely changes the final ma
09301
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limit. The total number of events inS(t) is 535, of which
still 41% are possibly massive.

If the Signal S(t) contains some fraction of massiv
events, the shape of the scattering rate will be delayed
broadened. Relative to the ReferenceR(t), there is a deficit
of events at early times and an excess at late times. In the
for a mass, we test for this characteristic distortion in t
shape. In Fig. 1,S(t) is shown under different assumption
about thent mass. The shape ofR(t) is exactly that ofS(t)
when mnt

50, though the number of events inR(t) will be

greater than inS(t) if the SK R(t) is used and comparable
the SNOR(t) is used. For a very largent mass, the massles
and massive components ofS(t) would completely separate
in time. In Fig. 1, note that form5100 eV, almost all of the
massive events are delayed beyond 1 s.

The ratesR(t) andS(t) will be measured with finite sta
tistics, so it is possible for statistical fluctuations to obscu
the effects of a mass when there is one, or to fake the eff
when there is not. From Fig. 1, and Poisson statistics,
can easily get a rough idea of how finely the mass can
determined from the difference betweenR(t) andS(t). Note
that if the SK R(t) is used, the fluctuations inR(t) when
scaled down to the number of events inS(t) will be small,
and that if the SNOR(t) is used, the fluctuations inR(t) will
be comparable to those inS(t).

In this paper, we determine the mass sensitivity in
presence of the statistical fluctuations by Monte Carlo m
eling. We use the Monte Carlo to generate representa

FIG. 1. The expected event rate for the SignalS(t) at SNO in
the absence of fluctuations for differentnt masses, as follows: solid
line, 0 eV; dashed lines, in order of decreasing height: 20, 40,

80, 100 eV. Of 535 total events, 100 are massless (ne1 n̄e), 217.5

are massless (nm1 n̄m), and 217.5 are massive (nt1 n̄t). These
totals count events at all times; in the figure, only those witht
<9 s are shown.
2-5
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statistical instances of the theoretical forms ofR(t) andS(t),
so that each run represents one supernova as seen in
For R(t), we pick a Poisson random number from a dist
bution with mean given by the expected number of eve
This determines the number of events for a particular
stance. We then use an acceptance-rejection metho
sample the form ofR(t) until that number of events is ob
tained. This gives a statistical instance ofR(t), representa-
tive of what might be seen in a single experiment. A simi
technique is used to generate an instance ofS(t). The mass-
less and massive components ofS(t) are sampled separately
and then added together.

In Ref. @6#, we considered two different tests of the sha
distortion ofS(t) relative toR(t). The first was ax2 test. A
large value ofx2 between statistical instances ofS(t) and
R(t) would indicate that they were likely to have been dra
from different distributions, and this would be taken as e
dence of ant mass. However, this test is non-specific
testing for a mass, i.e., it is sensitive to any difference
tweenS(t) andR(t). In addition, thex2 test requires binning
in time, which washes out the effects of small masses.
second test, and the one advocated there, was a test o
average arrival timê t&. Any massive component inS(t)
will always increasê t&, up to statistical fluctuations. Be
sides being more directly related to the mass effect, the^t&
technique is sensitive to somewhat smaller masses than
x2 technique, since no binning is required. In order that
results be believable, it is necessary that different reason
statistical techniques yield consistent results. For this pa
we used both techniques and verified that they gave sim
results. However, we present only the results of the^t&
analysis.

B. Št‹ analysis

Given the ReferenceR(t), the average arrival time is de
fined as

^t&R5
(ktk

(k1
5

*0
tmaxdttR~ t !

*0
tmaxdtR~ t !

. ~13!

The summation form is used for real or simulated data s
where the sum is over events~not time bins! in the Reference
with 0<t<tmax. The integral form would be used if th
theoretical form for the rate were given. The starting time
assumed to be well-defined. With some 104 events expected
in SK and SNO combined, and a risetime of order 0.1 s,
should not be a problem; the definition used here amoun
calling the starting point that time at which then̄e rate is
about 1% of its peak rate. The choice oftmax is made as
follows. The effect of the finite number of counts inR(t) is
to give ^t&R a statistical error:

d~^t&R!5
A^t2&R2^t&R

2

ANR

, ~14!

where both the widthA^t2&R2^t&R
2 and the number of event

NR depend ontmax. By choosing a moderatetmax, the width
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of R(t) can be restricted. Such a choice will make the er
on ^t&R as small as possible given that almost all of t
events are to be included. Both the starting time andtmax
were of course held constant over different Monte Ca
runs. For a purely exponential luminosity, andtmax→`,
^t&R5A^t2&R2^t&R

25t.
Given the SignalS(t), the average arrival time is define

similarly as

^t&S5
(ktk

(k1
5

*0
tmaxdttS~ t !

*0
tmaxdtS~ t !

, ~15!

where naturally the sums are now over events in the Sig
The widths ofR(t) and S(t) are similar, each of ordert
53 s @the mass increases the width ofS(t) only slightly for
small masses.# If the SK R(t) is used, then the statistica
error on^t&S is few times larger than that on̂t&R since there
are several times fewer events. If the SNOR(t) is used, then
the statistical errors on̂t&S and ^t&R are comparable. Note
that the errors on̂t&R and ^t&S are uncorrelated.

The signal of a mass is that the measured value of^t&S
2^t&R is greater than zero with statistical significance. Fro
the Monte Carlo studies,tmax59 s was found to be a very
reasonable choice for the luminosity decay timet53 s;
about 95% of the data are then included while the width
somewhat reduced. The time-independent background ev
are negligible. For tmax59 s, ^t&R52.57 s and
A^t2&R2^t&R

252.12 s. Neartmax59 s, the significance of a
delay, i.e.,̂ t&S2^t&R divided by its statistical error, is nearl
maximal for the small masses we are considering. Howe
the results are not strongly dependent on the particular v
of tmax used as long as it is reasonable~i.e., the vast majority
of events are contained!. Note that any shift in the starting
time will cancel in the differencêt&S2^t&R .

Using the above procedure, we analyzed 104 simulated
supernova data sets for a range ofnt masses. For each o
them,^t&S2^t&R was calculated and its value histogramme
These histograms are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 2
a few representative masses.~Note that the number of Monte
Carlo runs only affects how smoothly these histograms
filled out, and not their width or placement.! These distribu-
tions are characterized by their central point and their wid
using the 10%, 50%~equal to the average!, and 90% confi-
dence levels. That is, for each mass we determined the va
of ^t&S2^t&R such that a given percentage of the Mon
Carlo runs yielded a value of^t&S2^t&R less than that value
With these three numbers, we can characterize the resul
complete runs with many masses much more compactly
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2. Since the^t&S2^t&R
distributions are Gaussians, other confidence levels can
ily be constructed. For convenience, the axes in the lo
panel are inverted from how the plot was actually co
structed. That is, given an experimentally determined va
of ^t&S2^t&R , one can read off the range of masses t
would have been likely~at these confidence levels! to have
given such a value of̂t&S2^t&R in one experiment. From the
lower panel of Fig. 2, we see that SNO has a sensitivity t
2-6
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MASS SIGNATURE OF SUPERNOVAnm AND nt . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 093012
nt mass down to about 30 eV~rounded from 27.5 eV! if the
SK R(t) is used, and down to about 35 eV if the SNOR(t)
is used.

We also investigated the dispersion of the event rate
time as a measure of the mass. A mass alone causes a d
but a mass and an energy spectrum also cause dispersion
defined the dispersion as the change in the wi
A^t2&S2^t&S

22A^t2&R2^t&R
2, where all integrals are a

above defined up totmax. We found that the dispersion wa
not statistically significant until the mass was of order 80
or so; however, for such a large mass the statistical sig
cance of the change in̂t& cannot be missed. For these lar
masses, dispersion does increase the width ofS(t) and,
hence, the error on̂t&S2^t&R ; this is just becoming visible
in Fig. 2.

C. Sensitivity to the input parameters

Since the parameters governing the supernova neu
emission are not perfectly known, it is worthwhile to exam
ine the sensitivity of our conclusions to their assumed valu
Most of this dependence can be obtained analytically by

FIG. 2. The results of thêt& analysis for a massivent , using
the SignalS(t) from SNO defined in the text. In the upper pan
the relative frequencies of various^t&S2^t&R values are shown for a
few example masses. The solid line is for the results using the
ReferenceR(t) and the dotted line for the results using the SN
R(t). In the lower panel, the range of masses corresponding
given ^t&S2^t&R is shown. The dashed line is the 50% confiden
level. The upper and lower solid lines are the 10% and 90% co
dence levels, respectively, for the results with the SKR(t). The
dotted lines are the same for the results with the SNOR(t). In this
figure,tmax59 s and the time constant of the exponential luminos
is t53 s.
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tending the time integration limit totmax→`. Note that the
mass sensitivity will be slightly poorer than fortmax59 s
used in the main analysis.

The characteristic delay is then

^t&S2^t&R.frac~m.0!30.515S m

Ec
D 2

D, ~16!

where frac(m.0) is the fraction~about 41%! of massive
events inS(t) and the units are as in Eq.~2!. The character-
istic energyEc can be taken to be the peak off (E)s(E), or
more accurately from

K S m

Ec
D 2L 5

*dE f~E!s~E!~m/E!2

*dE f~E!s~E!
. ~17!

The delay corresponding toEc is the delay of the centroid o
S(t) relative to the centroid ofR(t), i.e., exactly ^t&S
2^t&R . For SNO,Ec.32 MeV. The statistical error on̂t&R
is given by Eq.~14!, and the statistical error on̂t&S is de-
fined similarly.

Using the above, we can make a good estimate of
mass limit that SNO would set if the delay were measured
be zero. Ignoring the error on̂t&R , and takingtmax→`, we
estimate the error to bet/ANS53/A53550.13 s. The 10%
and 90% confidence levels as used in Fig. 2 correspon
61.33d(^t&R2^t&S). For our estimate, this has magnitud
0.17 s, close to the result in Fig. 2 for the SK Reference. T
mass limit that will be placed if no delay is seen~using D
51, i.e., 10 kpc! is

mlimit5EcA 1.33error

frac~m.0!30.515D
.30 eV, ~18!

in excellent agreement with the numerical result. If the ne
tron detection efficiencyen were not 100%, thenNS would
be reduced byen and the error increased by 1/Aen. There-
fore, the mass limit would be increased only by 1/A4 en.

This formula can also be used to make an estimate of
mass limit that can be obtained with the forward-peak
neutrino-electron scattering at SK~which has the larges
number of those events!. Since s(E);E, Ec.^E&
.25 MeV. The SignalS(t) can be defined by the even
in a forward cone of half-angle 25 degrees, and the Re
enceR(t) defined by the events outside this cone. Assum
that all of the neutrino-electron scattering events are c
tained along with about 5% of the isotropic backgroun
NS5760 and frac(m.0)560/76050.079 @6#. The error is
estimated to be 3/A76050.11 s, and somlimit.50 eV. This
is smaller than the recent conclusion of Ref.@13#, but the
technique used here includes a much greater portion of
data.

Continuing to suppose that the mass is very small, a
that SNO will simply place a limit, we can investigate th
effects of varying the input parameters. We ignore dispers
and take the widths ofR(t) andS(t) to be proportional tot.
If the cross sections(E) depends on energy asEa (a;2 for
n1d), then the characteristic energyEc;(21a)T and the
thermally-averaged cross section is proportional toTa,

K

a

fi-
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J. F. BEACOM AND P. VOGEL PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 093012
where T is the nx temperature. We take frac(m.0) to be
approximately constant and ignore the error on^t&R ; this is
only valid for small deviations fromT58 MeV. With these
assumptions we can determine how the key parameters a
the result~for a52). The delay is

^t&S2^t&R;S m

T D 2

D. ~19!

The number of events is

NS;
1

T

1

D2 T2, ~20!

and so the error is

d~^t&S2^t&R!;
t

ANS

;
tD

AT
. ~21!

Therefore, the significance~number of sigmas! of the delay
is

^t&S2^t&R

d~^t&S2^t&R!
;S m

T D 2 AT

t
. ~22!

Remarkably, this isindependentof D. To place a mass limit
at a given confidence level, the number of sigmas is fix
Then the mass limit that can be obtained if no delay is
served has the following dependence:

mlimit;T3/4At, ~23!

also independentof D.
TheD-independence can also be seen geometrically f

Fig. 2. UnderD→2D, for example, the delay and the err
each become twice as large. However, the point at which
upper confidence level crosses them-axis is unchanged. If a
nonzero delay is measured, then the range of allowed ma
does depend onD, with larger distances corresponding
smaller masses. The above arguments hold for the rele
range 1–30 kpc; for smallerD the detector may be over
whelmed and for largerD there are too few events and th
derivation is not valid. Because of obscuration by dust
may be difficult to measure the distance to a future Gala
supernova. It is therefore rather important that this does
affect the ability to place a limit on thent mass. That may
not be true for other analysis techniques; for example,
estimates of Ref.@9# do depend onD. Note that a smaller
distance would allow a better measurement of the temp
tures and other supernova parameters.

Now consider the effect of a change in the temperat
Tnx

on the mass limit. As indicated, the dependence is we
with a higher temperature making it slightly more difficult
limit the mass. The numerical results and the analytic e
mate are shown in Fig. 3. Even under the large variation
Tnx

of 62 MeV, the mass limit changes only by abo

65 eV.
The effect of changing the luminosity decay time const

t is even more straightforward and is obvious from Eq.~23!.
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Thus, reducing that fromt53 s to t51 s, as used in Ref
@10#, would improve the limit at SNO~using the SK Ref!
from about 30 eV to about 15 eV. Usingt50.5 s, as in Ref.
@16#, or t50.3 s, as in Ref.@17#, would improve the limit to
about 10 eV. These values oft were estimated from appro
priate figures in these references, and are only approxi
tions of theL(t) time scale. The numerical results and t
analytic estimate are shown in Fig. 4. Using an unreali
cally sharp neutrino pulse makes the quoted mass limit v
small.

We also considered the effect of a chemical potentia
the nx spectrum, which would reduce the high-energy ta
We tookm53T, and then choseT56.31 MeV to keep the
average energy the same as for them50, T58 MeV case.
Because the neutrino-deuteron cross section only dep
quadratically on energy, the effect is small. About 10
fewer events are obtained, but with a delay about 10% lar
These lead to a change of order a few percent in the m
sensitivity. Because of their steeper energy dependence@6#,
the nx116O events would be more affected by a chemic
potential.

IV. SEPARATE EXTRACTION OF SUPERNOVA
AND NEUTRINO PARAMETERS

The observation of the neutrino signal of a future Galac
supernova will be extremely significant test of the phys

FIG. 3. The effect of a change in thenx temperatureT on the
mass limit that could be made using the SNO Signal and the
Reference. The mass limit is defined as the mass at which the
propriate upper confidence level intersects them-axis in Fig. 2. The
solid line is the formula given in Eq.~23!. The full numerical results
are marked by circles and connected with a dashed line to guide
eye.
2-8
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MASS SIGNATURE OF SUPERNOVAnm AND nt . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 093012
involved. It will allow, among other things, determination
the imprecisely-known supernova neutrino emission par
eters. In addition, we hope to be able to use the same da
determine or constrain neutrino properties. In this sect
we discuss how both of these goals can be achieved si
taneously. Throughout, we use standard values for all par
eters to numerically evaluate the expected precision.

The measured neutrino signal can be used to determ
the temperatures~and possibly the chemical potentials! of
ne , n̄e , and nx . Ideally, we would like to know these pa
rameters as a function of time. In addition, the data can
used to determine the apparent source strengthEB /D2 and
the luminosity time profile. Since neutrino oscillations cou
change the neutrino flavor between emission and detec
their presence would make this task more difficult. Thus,
consider first the simpler situation without neutrino oscil
tions.

A. Without neutrino oscillations

The ne and n̄e neutrinos will be detected by the charge
current reactions in which the energy of the outgoing el
tron or positron will be measured. Neglecting recoil corre
tions and detector resolution, the relationEn5Ee1Eth
allows one to relate the measured electron or positron s

FIG. 4. The effect of a change in the luminosity decay const
t on the mass limit that could be made using the SNO Signal
the SK Reference. The mass limit is defined as the mass at w
the appropriate upper confidence level intersects them-axis in Fig.
2. The solid line is the formula given in Eq.~23!. The full numerical
results are marked by circles, at the pointst53 s ~this paper!, t
51 s ~Ref. @10#!, t50.5 s~Ref. @16#!, andt50.3 s~Ref. @17#!; see
the text for explanation.
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trum to the weighted neutrino spectrumf (En)s(En) which
appears in Eq.~8!. Since the charged-current cross sectio
are well-known, the actual neutrino spectrumf (En) can be
obtained. If this has the expected thermal shape, then
corresponding temperaturesTne

and Tn̄e
~and possibly

chemical potentials! can be extracted. The recoil correction
and detector resolution can of course be taken into acco
by fitting the measured electron or positron spectrum with
appropriately convolved trial neutrino spectrum. Note th
these temperature determinations depend only on the s
of the electron or positron spectrum. The normalization~the
total number of events! can be used to determine the appa
ent source strengthEB /D2.

There are 7800n̄e1p→e11n events with Ee1

.10 MeV expected in SK, so that the average positron
ergy can be determined to about 1%. Following the pro
dure above, one should be able to determine the tempera
Tn̄e

to a comparable precision. In this case, one can a
check for the presence of a chemical potential and for ti
variation ofTn̄e

. The situation withne is more difficult, since

there are only 80 events expected for the reactionne1d
→e21p1p in SNO. ~Note thatne has no charged-curren
interaction with protons, that SNO is much smaller than S
and thatTne

,Tn̄e
.) In this case, the average electron ener

can be determined to about 10%; as above, therefore a s
lar precision for the temperatureTne

. These two measure

ments thus allow one to testTne
,Tn̄e

, as expected for the
supernova temperature hierarchy. In addition, the two in
pendent measurements ofEB /D2 can be tested for consis
tency with each other and with possible determinations
related to neutrinos. IfEB /D2 is assumed to be known, the
Tne

andTn̄e
can also be determined from the total numbers

charged-current events in SNO, as in Ref.@27#.
These measurements can also be compared with o

available, but lower-statistics data. ForTn̄e
, other hydrogen-

containing detectors~MACRO, SNO, Borexino, and Kam-
land! will have events fromn̄e1p→e11n. For Tne

, there
are small numbers of events expected from charged-cur
reactions on12C in Borexino and Kamland, and16O in SK.
These consistency checks will be useful because the diffe
reactions may have different systematic errors.

The nx neutrino can be detected only by the neutral c
rent reactions. Since the outgoing neutrino carries an
known amount of energy, it is not possible to determine
neutrino spectrum as above. Therefore,Tnx

can only be ex-
tracted from the observed total number of events, and m
rely on the measured value ofEB /D2 and the assumption o
luminosity equipartition. For the neutral-current reaction
the rate is independent of the neutrino flavor. If the sup
nova temperature hierarchy holds, then the neutral-cur
events will be dominated by thenx neutrinos. However, one
cannot directly associate a flavor with the extractedTnx

.
The Signal at SK is expected to contain 710 events fr

nx116O. Low-energy charged current events fromn̄e1p
→e11n can be confused with the neutral-current even
these add 530 events to the Signal. The latter events ca

t
d
ch
2-9
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J. F. BEACOM AND P. VOGEL PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 093012
subtracted from the total number of events observed in
Signal, since their expected number can be calculated u

the parameters measured from the higher-energyn̄e data. For
the SK Signal, since the dependence of the cross sectio
energy is stronger, the 4% precision on the number of ev
would translate to a 1% precision onTnx

. However, uncer-

tainties on the cross section itself should also be conside
In principle, the neutrino-electron scattering events at
could also be used to measureTnx

; however, the temperatur

dependence of the number of events is extremely weak.
Signal at SNO is expected to contain 400 events fromnx

1d, and 135 events from the sum of neutral-currentne

1 n̄e reactions on deuterons, neutral-current excitation
16O, and low-energyne charged-current reactions on deute
ons. Again, the numbers expected for the latter can be
culated and subtracted from the total number of events
served in the Signal. The thermally-averaged cross sec
for nx1d depends roughly onTnx

2 , so by Eq.~8! the number

of events is roughly proportional toTnx
. Ignoring all other

uncertainties, this would therefore allow a determination
Tnx

to about 5%. There may also beTnx
measurements from

nx112C at Borexino and Kamland, particularly with the e
citation of the 15.11 MeV state in12C. If each neutral-
current reaction were thoroughly understood, it would
possible to use their different thresholds and energy dep
dences to map out thenx spectrum. At the very least, i
should be possible to extract a good value ofTnx

and to make
important consistency tests.

Therefore, all three temperatures can be extracted w
reasonable precision and the supernova temperature hi
chy Tne

,Tn̄e
,Tnx

experimentally verified. As for the time

variation of the temperatures, it is likely that only then̄e data
will have sufficient statistics. Those data, after correcting
any temperature variation, will give the time profile of th
luminosity L(t) and the characteristic time scalet.

Mass effects will not influence the temperature deter
nation, provided the mass is not too large, since a de
changes only the time structure of the rateS(t), not its nor-
malization nor the time-integrated energy spectra. Howe
if mnx

;1 keV or larger, some low-energy events will be lo
in the time-independent background due to their large de
and the extracted temperatures would be affected. The
siderations in this section, combined with the result abo
that the mass limit is only weakly dependent onTnx

, shows

that the temperatures and thenx mass can be separately an
robustly determined from the data.

B. With neutrino oscillations

Assuming that the presence of oscillations does not s
stantially change the supernova dynamics, it is relativ
straightforward to separately search for oscillations an
mass delay. The effects of supernova neutrino oscillati
~without a mass delay! were considered for SNO in Re
@28#. Since the numbers ofnm , n̄m , nt , and n̄t emitted are
expected to be the same, mixing among them have no e
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on the number ofnx events. What propagates are the ma
eigenstates; the flavor content of the heavy mass eigensta
the detector is irrelevant, and so oscillations among thenx

neutrinos do not affect the delay.
Now consider mixing between eitherne andnt ~or nm) or

n̄e and n̄t ~or n̄m). We assume that thent mass is large,
which makesdm2 large. Large-angle, large-dm2 mixing is
ruled out by reactor and accelerator experiments. Sm
angle, large-dm2 mixing is allowed; however, the effects ar
minimal unless there is an Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenste
~MSW! enhancement. For a normal mass hierarchy, this
only happen for mixing betweenne and nt , and at a very
high density, of order 1012 g/cm3, which does occur in su-
pernovae. If there are such oscillations, then some high-T nt

neutrinos will become high-T ne neutrinos. As noted, the
spectrum of electrons fromne1d can be related to the spec
trum of ne neutrinos. For no oscillations, that would be
thermal spectrum withTne

53.5 MeV; for complete oscilla-

tions, that would be a thermal spectrum withTne
58 MeV

~and a much greater number of events!. For partial mixing,
there would be two peaks. The mixing parameters and t
peratures can thus be extracted from the measured ele
spectrum. One should note that the charged-current reac
ne112C at Borexino and Kamland andne116O at SK would
have large numbers of events if such oscillations occur
there is an inverted mass hierarchy, then mixing betweenn̄e

andn̄x could have an MSW enhancement. Then similar co
siderations to those above could be used to examine the
itron spectrum fromn̄e reactions. It would in fact be some
what easier, due to the larger numbers of events. In eithe
these cases, extracting the allowednt mass range from the
measured value of̂t&S2^t&R requires some care. A give
delay could be caused by ant mass and no mixing or by a
larger mass and partial mixing. Ideally, the mixing para
eters will be known from the considerations above, so t
the range of possible masses can be reasonably restrict

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

One of the key points of our technique is that the abu
dantn̄e events can be used to calibrate the neutrino lumin
ity of the supernova and to define a clock by which to me
sure the delay of thenx neutrinos. The internal calibration
substantially reduces the model dependence of our res
and allows us to be sensitive to rather small masses.
calculations indicate that a significant delay can be seen
m530 eV with the SNO data, corresponding to a delay
the average arrival time of about 0.15 s. Even though
duration of the pulse is expected to be of order 10 s, suc
small average delay can be seen because several hun
events are expected. Without such a clock, one cannot d
mine a mass limit with thê t&S2^t&R technique advocated
here, since the absolute delay is unknown. Instead,
would have to constrain the mass from the observed dis
sion of the events; only for a mass ofm5150 eV or greater
would the pulse become significantly broader than expec
from theory.
2-10
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Moreover, the technique used here allows accurate a
lytic estimates of the results, so that it is easy to see how
conclusions would change if different input parameters w
used. If thent mass is very small, then the most probab
measured delay iŝt&S2^t&R50. In that case, one can onl
place a limitmlimit on thent mass. We have shown that th
limit is only weakly dependent on thenx temperatureT or
the presence of a chemical potential in the thermal spectr
and isindependentof the distanceD for the reasonable rang
of distances for a Galactic supernova. The weak depend
of the results onTnx

means that allowing a time variation o

Tnx
would not significantly affect our conclusions. The val

of mlimit is sensitive to the time scale over which the lum
nosity decreases. If a very small value for the time scal
assumed, as is sometimes the case in the literature, then
can obtain apparent sensitivity to a very smallnt mass. How-
ever, such short time scales are unreasonable, given the
served;10 s duration of the SN 1987A pulse.

The supernova parameters are not yet well-known. Ho
ever, the sensitivity with which the neutrino properties c
be determined using the data from a future Galactic su
nova depends upon the supernova parameters assumed
have shown how the supernova and neutrino physics ca
separately studied using the same data, so that the extra
neutrino parameters can be determined in an almost mo
independent way.

We assumed that onlynt is massive~note that this canno
be distinguished from the case that onlynm is massive!. If no
delay is seen, and nothing further is known, then the m
limit obtained would in fact apply to both thenm and nt
masses. If both are massive, then because of the quad
dependence of the delay on the mass, the one-mass ca
recovered with the larger mass unless the masses are sim
If both are massive and have the same mass, the delay w
be increased by a factor 2, while the error would be u
changed. This would decrease the mass limit by a facto&
to about 20 eV.

If the nt mass is very large, then the pulse will be
delayed and broadened that it will eventually disappear
cs
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low the time-independent background~which for this pur-
pose includes solar neutrinos!. Assuming that the back
ground rate with a lowered threshold is about 1023 s21

~about 10 times the solar neutrino rate!, the maximal mass
which can be seen in SNO is aboutm;10 keV, similar to
SK @6#. Above this mass, the neutrino would be likely
decay over the distance to the supernova, as pointed o
Ref. @29#.

Our previous paper@6# showed that using the neutra
current excitation of16O in SK gives a mass sensitivity dow
to about 45 eV. In SK, one can also use the neutrino-elec
scattering data, and as noted above, that should have a
sitivity down to about 50 eV. If no delay is seen, then SN
will place the best limit, about 30 eV, using neutral-curre
events on deuterons and calibrating then̄e data from SK. In
that case, the two limits from SK using neutral-current ex
tation of 16O and neutrino-electron scattering can only co
firm the result. For those scattering rates, a mass of 30 e
insignificant, and may as well be zero, so that there is no
ing to be gained by combining those Signals with that fro
neutrino-deuteron breakup at SNO. On the other hand,
significant delay is seen, then there will be three independ
determinations of the allowed mass range.

In conclusion, we have presented a general method,
cluding a thorough statistical analysis, of extracting inform
tion about the possiblent and nm masses from the future
detection of a Galactic supernova neutrino burst by the S
bury Neutrino Observatory. When such an event in fact
curs, the existing mass limits will be vastly improved a
will approach, or cross over, the cosmological bound.
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